Non-parallel Many-to-many Voice Conversion with PSR-StarGAN
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Abstract

Voice Conversion (VC) aims at modifying source speaker’s speech to sound like that of target speaker while preserving linguistic information of given speech. StarGAN-VC was recently proposed, which utilizes a variant of Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) to perform non-parallel many-to-many VC. However, the quality of generated speech is not satisfactory enough. An improved method named “PSR-StarGAN-VC” is proposed in this paper by incorporating three improvements. Firstly, perceptual loss functions are introduced to optimize the generator in StarGAN-VC aiming to learn high-level spectral features. Secondly, considering that Switchable Normalization (SN) could learn different operations in different normalization layers of model, it is introduced to replace Batch Normalization (BN) in StarGAN-VC. Lastly, Residual Network (ResNet) is applied to establish the mapping of different layers between the encoder and decoder of generator aiming to retain more semantic features when converting speech, and to reduce the difficulty of training. Experiment results on the VCC 2018 datasets demonstrate superiority of the proposed method in terms of naturalness and speaker similarity.
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1. Introduction

Voice Conversion (VC) is a technique for modifying one’s voice to sound like that of another while preserving linguistic information. Recently, considerable effort was spent on the topic of VC. Various tasks can benefit from the advancement of this technique, such as cross-language conversion, movie dubbing, speaking aids, and recovery of impaired speech signal.

Many methods have been applied in VC successfully. Among them, Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) \cite{1, 2} is one of the most popular methods, which utilizes a statistical parametric model to transform spectral features. Neural network has also been used in VC for its excellent performance, e.g., Deep Neural Network (DNN) \cite{3, 4}, Variational Auto Encoder (VAE) \cite{5, 6, 7}, cross-domain VAE \cite{8}. Many approaches of VC are categorized as parallel system, which requires accurately aligned parallel source and target utterances. However, more and more attention has been focused on non-parallel VC system, since it is not easy to collect such parallel utterances.

Recently, Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) \cite{9} has been successfully applied to non-parallel VC, which could learn a global generative distribution of the target speech without explicit approximation. There are also some variants in the framework of GAN for VC, such as Variational Autoencoding Wasserstein GAN VC (VAWGAN-VC) \cite{7}, Cycle-consistent GAN VC (CycleGAN-VC) \cite{10, 11}, non-parallel many-to-many VC with StarGAN (StarGAN-VC) \cite{12}. Among them, VAWGAN-VC directly incorporates a non-parallel VC criterion into the objective function when designing the speech model. However, the quality of generated speech is poor. Previous research has established that CycleGAN-VC provides a breakthrough in methodology, and performs comparatively to a parallel VC method without relying on parallel data or time alignment procedure. A large limitation still exists that this approach can only learn one-to-one mapping. In order to overcome these limitations, StarGAN-VC is proposed to learn many-to-many mapping across different attribute domains simultaneously by a generator. Although this method makes multi-domain non-parallel VC techniques get rid of multi-generator, it still needs further improvements.

“PSR-StarGAN-VC” is thus proposed by incorporating Perceptual loss, Switchable Normalization (SN) \cite{13}, and Residual Network (ResNet) \cite{14} to StarGAN-VC. Perceptual loss that depends on high-level features from Discriminator, is introduced for better generator’s performance. Meanwhile, SN, which learns to select different normalization layers in a DNN in end-to-end manner, is introduced to replace Batch Normalization (BN) \cite{15} in StarGAN-VC for addressing learning-to-normalize problem. In addition, little attention has been paid to the relationship of feature map in model between encoder and decoder in generator in VC tasks. To capture this special relationship and reduce the difficulty of training, ResNet is incorporated by establishing residual connections between the encoder and decoder of generator. Experiment results are carried out on the Voice Conversation Challenge 2018 (VCC 2018) datasets \cite{16}. Subjective evaluation demonstrates that the proposed method outperforms StarGAN-VC in terms of naturalness and speaker similarity.\textsuperscript{1}

2. StarGAN-VC

The conventional StarGAN-VC is briefly reviewed in this section.

2.1. Training objectives

Let $x \in \mathbb{R}^{Q \times T_x}$ and $y \in \mathbb{R}^{Q \times T_y}$ be acoustic feature sequences belonging to source speech $x$ and target speech $y$ respectively, where $Q$ denotes the feature dimension. $T_x$ and $T_y$ is the length of spectrum features for $x$ and $y$, respectively. Attribute label $c'$ and $c$ represents the unique identity of the source and target speakers, respectively.

2.1.1. Adversarial loss

To make a generated spectrum $G(x, c')$ indistinguishable from a target spectrum $y$, adversarial losses \cite{9} for discriminator $D$

\footnote{https://zudongxiang.github.io/PSR-StarGAN-VC.html}
and generator $G$ are used respectively:

$$L_{\text{adv}}^G(D) = -E_{c \sim p(c), y \sim p(y|c)} \log D(y, c)$$

$$- E_{x \sim p(x), c \sim p(c)} \log (1 - D(G(x, c), c))$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

$$L_{\text{adv}}^G(G) = -E_{c \sim p(c), y \sim p(y|c)} \log D(G(x, c), c)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $y \sim p(y|c)$ denotes a training example of an acoustic feature sequence of real speech with attribute $c$, and $x \sim p(x)$ denotes the acoustic feature with an arbitrary attribute. During training, $G$ generates an acoustic feature $G(x, c)$, which conditioned on both the input feature $x$ and the target domain code $c$, and attempts to deceive $D$ by minimizing $L_{\text{adv}}^G(G)$, while $D$ tries to distinguish the real and fake acoustic features by minimizing $L_{\text{adv}}^D(D)$.

### 2.1.2. Domain classification loss

To make the generated acoustic feature be similar to that of target speaker, an auxiliary classifier $C$ is used to calculate the domain classification loss. Domain classification losses for classifier $C$ and generator $G$ are defined as follows:

$$L_{\text{cls}}^G(C) = -E_{c \sim p(c), y \sim p(y|c)} \log p_C(c|y)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

$$L_{\text{cls}}^G(G) = -E_{x \sim p(x), c \sim p(c)} \log p_C(c|G(x, c))$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where $p_C(c|y)$ is the class probabilities of $y$ and $p_C(c|G(x, c))$ denotes the class probabilities of generated acoustic feature $G(x, c)$. By minimizing the value of $L_{\text{cls}}^G(G)$, the classifier $C$ is trained for real acoustic features $y$. Then, the domain classification loss $L_{\text{cls}}^G(G)$ of $G(x, c)$ is used to optimize $G$ by minimizing $L_{\text{adv}}^G(G)$ to generate spectral features that can be classified as the target domain $c$.

### 2.1.3. Cycle consistency loss

To guarantee linguistic consistency between source spectral features and generated features, cycle consistency loss [10, 17, 18, 19] is introduced as:

$$L_{\text{cyc}}(G) = E_{c \sim p(c), x \sim p(x|c)} \| |G(G(x, c), c') - x|_p \|$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where $x \sim p(x|c)$ represents a feature of speech with attribute to $c'$ and denotes $p$ a positive constant. $G(x, c)$ represents the generated features conditioned on $x$ and the target domain $c$. Meanwhile, $G(G(x, c), c')$ represents the generated features which condition on $G(x, c)$ and $c'$.

### 2.1.4. Identity mapping loss

An identity mapping loss

$$L_{\text{id}}(G) = E_{c \sim p(c), x \sim p(x|c)} \| |G(x, c') - x|_p \|$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

is also used for ensuring that generated spectral features can remain unchanged when the input belongs to the source attribute $c'$. 

### 2.1.5. Full objective function

On the whole, the target of StarGAN-VC is to minimize these following formulas:

$$L_G(G) = L_{\text{adv}}^G(G) + \lambda_{\text{id}} L_{\text{id}}(G)$$

$$+ \lambda_{\text{cyc}} L_{\text{cyc}}(G) + \lambda_{\text{cls}} L_{\text{cls}}^G(G)$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

$$L_D(D) = L_{\text{adv}}^D(D)$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

$$L_C(C) = L_{\text{cls}}^C(C)$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

where $\lambda_{\text{id}}, \lambda_{\text{cyc}}$, and $\lambda_{\text{cls}}$ are regularization parameters that control the relative importance of these losses.

### 2.2. Network architecture

The network architecture of StarGAN-VC shown in Fig. 3 of [12], consists of generator $G$, discriminator $D$, and domain classifier $C$.

### 3. PSR-StarGAN-VC

#### 3.1. Motivation

While StarGAN-VC allows non-parallel many-to-many VC, the generated speech still needs further improvements. In view of the many similarities between VC and image style transfer, many techniques can be shared between them. Previous work has shown that high-quality images can be generated by defining and optimizing perceptual loss functions based on high-level features extracted from pretrained networks for image transformation tasks [20, 21]. Considering that perceptual loss could improve details of generated image in conversion tasks, PSR-StarGAN-VC is proposed to optimize StarGAN-VC by utilizing perceptual loss.

Generator of the proposed method is trained by inserting perceptual loss to the loss function of generator, not just using per-pixel loss function that depends on low-level pixel information [22]. During training, perceptual loss was calculated by perceptual network, which could extract high-level features from spectrums. In order to address learning-to-normalize problem, SN [13] is introduced to replace BN in StarGAN-VC. Besides, ResNet [14] is also introduced into generator to establish the mapping between the encoder and decoder of generator, and to reduce the difficulty of model training.

#### 3.2. Perceptual loss functions

Perceptual loss consists of two different loss: content loss measuring content difference between generated spectral features and source spectral features, and style loss measuring style difference between generated spectral features and target spectral features. The latent information in low and high dimensions can be extracted by a perceptual network. In the field of image style transfer [22], perceptual network is the 16-layer VGG network [23] that pretrained on the ImageNet dataset [24]. Part of discriminator $D$ is newly chosen as perceptual network to calculate perceptual loss. Discriminator $D$, which will be updated continuously during training, can get better representation of our own dataset than other pretrained model, and measure perceptual loss dynamically.

#### 3.2.1. Content loss

The content loss function, which measures the difference of semantic information between generated spectral feature $y'$ and source spectral feature $x$, is defined as

$$L_{\text{content}}^{\phi, j}(y', x) = \frac{1}{C_j H_j W_j} \| \phi_j(y') - \phi_j(x) \|_2^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

where $\phi_j(x)$ is the activations of the $j^{th}$ layer of the perceptual network $\phi$ when processing $x$, $C_j$, $H_j$, and $W_j$ represent the channels, height and width of speech feature map in $j^{th}$ layer of $\phi$, respectively. $y'$ are encouraged to be perceptually similar to $x$, but does not force them to match exactly.

#### 3.2.2. Style loss

The following style loss were proposed in [20, 21]. It starts by defining the gram matrix $G_j^{\phi}(x,c,c')$ to be the matrix $C_j \times C_j$.
whose elements are given by
\[
G^\phi_j(x)_{c',c} = \frac{1}{C_j H_j W_j} \sum_{h=1}^{H_j} \sum_{w=1}^{W_j} \phi_j(x)_{h,w,c} \phi_j(x)_{h,w,c'}
\]
where \(\phi_j(x)\) is interpreted as \(C_j\)-dimensional features for each point on a \(H_j \times W_j\) grid, and \(G^\phi_j(x)\) is proportional to the uncentered covariance of the \(C_j\)-dimensional features. Each grid location is treated as an independent sample. Then, the style loss can be defined to measure the difference between the Gram matrices of the generated spectral features \(y'\) and the target spectral features \(y\):
\[
L_{\text{style}}^{i,j}(y', y) = || G^\phi_j(y') - G^\phi_j(y) ||^2_2
\]
In order to penalize difference in style such as timbre or tone, the \(3^{rd}\) layer of perceptual network \(\phi\) is chosen to extract content representations, and \(1^{st}\), \(2^{nd}\), \(3^{rd}\), and \(4^{th}\) layer of \(\phi\) are all chosen to extract style representation.
\[
L_{\text{content}} = L_{\text{content}}^{0,3}(y', x)
\]
\[
L_{\text{style}} = \sum_{i=1}^{4} L_{\text{style}}^{i,i}(y', y)
\]
The total perceptual loss is defined as:
\[
L_{\text{perc}} = L_{\text{content}} + L_{\text{style}}
\]
Then, inserting \(L_{\text{perc}}\) to (7) can get an extended loss function:
\[
L_{G}(G) = L_{\text{adv}}^{G} + \lambda_{\text{id}} L_{\text{id}}^{G}(G) + \lambda_{\text{cycle}} L_{\text{cycle}}^{G}(G) + \lambda_{\text{id}} L_{\text{id}}^{G}(G) + \lambda_{\text{perc}} L_{\text{perc}}
\]
of generator \(G\), \(\lambda_{\text{perc}}\) controls the relative importance of \(L_{\text{perc}}\) in these losses. By minimizing \(L_{G}(G)\), the generator \(G\) can be further optimized that make generated features to be more additive. In addition, loss function of discriminator \(D\) and classifier \(C\) are not changed. Thus, loss functions of \(D\) and \(C\) in PSR-StarGAN-VC are the same formulas (8) and (9), respectively.

3.3. Switchable normalization

Many normalization methods have been developed, such as B-N [15], Instance Normalization (IN) [25], Layer Normalization (LN) [26] and Group Normalization (GN) [27]. Most of models employed the same normalization technique in all normalization layers of an entire model, and it is expected to achieve suboptimal performance when specifying normalization method manually. Different normalization methods are suitable to solve different tasks, and the potential of a model’s good performance may be impaired when assigning normalization method manually. The generator of StarGAN-VC focuses on extracting information from spectral features, while discriminator and classifier pay attention to extracting features and to classifying extracted features. SN employs three distinct methods (BN, IN and LN) to compute statistics, and switches them by assigning appropriate weights in end-to-end manner. Furthermore, it is verified that SN outperforms its counterparts in various tasks [13]. Thus, BN is replaced with SN in the proposed method. Detailed descriptions of SN are given in [13].

Figure 1: Network architecture of generator. \(h\), \(w\), and \(c\) represent height, width, and number of channels, respectively. In each convolution layer, \(k\), \(c\), and \(s\) denote kernel size, number of channels, and stride size, respectively. Conv, SN, GLU, and De-conv denote convolution, switchable normalization, gated linear unit, and transposed convolution.

3.4. ResNet

ResNet helps to optimize DNN, to gain benefit from considerably increased depth [14], and to make the model has stronger ability of learning identity mappings which is an appealing property for VC. Many methods in voice conversation utilize ResNet to improve their networks by adding several residual blocks [28, 29]. However, the mapping between the encoder and decoder of generator is still neglected. In order to capture the mapping relationship, ResNet is introduced to the proposed method by establishing residual connection at the same dimension of feature map between the encoder and decoder of generator \(G\). The output of the \(1^{st}\), \(2^{nd}\), \(3^{rd}\), and \(4^{th}\) layers of the encoder is added to the output of the \(3^{rd}\), \(2^{nd}\), and \(1^{st}\) layers of the decoder, respectively. The mapping makes the model pay more attention to differences of the source and target speaker’s identity in spectrum, and reduces the difficulty of training.

3.5. Network architecture of PSR-StarGAN-VC

PSR-StarGAN-VC consists of a generator \(G\), a real/fake discriminator \(D\), a domain classifier \(C\) and a perceptual network calculating perceptual loss. The architecture of the proposed method mostly reuse the architecture of StarGAN-VC in Fig. 3 of [12]. The encoder of \(G\) is simplified by cutting it from five layers to four layers and adjusting its parameters of strides, kernels, and channels. The architecture of \(G\) is shown in Figure 1. Besides, the feature mapping is established by constructing ResNet between the encoder and decoder of \(G\). SN is also used to maintain reasonably good performance and make model design manageable. Architectures of \(D\) and \(C\) are not modified except that BN is replaced by SN. Notably, the perceptual network is a part of discriminator, and the first four convolution layers of the discriminator \(D\) are utilized as a perceptual network to calculate the perceptual loss novelty shown in Figure 2.
4. Evaluation

4.1. Experiment conditions

In order to evaluate the proposed method, experiment is carried out on VCC2018 [16], a dataset for VC task. Eight speakers (SF3, SF4, SM3, SM4, TF1, TF2, TM1 and TM2) are selected to perform intra-gender and inter-gender VC. Following the study of StarGAN-VC, for each utterance, a spectral envelope, a logarithmic fundamental frequency ($\log F_0$), and aperiodicities (APs) are extracted every 5ms by using the WORLD vocoder [30]. 36 mel-cepstral coefficients (MCCs) are extracted from spectral envelope in each frame. $F_0$ is converted by using the logarithm Gaussian normalized transformation [31], and APs are used directly without modification. After preliminary experiment, $\lambda_{cyc}$, $\lambda_{cls}$, $\lambda_{id}$, and $\lambda_{perc}$ are fixed to 10, 2, 5, and 3, respectively. The following two systems are built for comparison:

- Baseline: StarGAN-VC.
- Proposed: PSR-StarGAN-VC.

4.2. Subjective evaluation

To compare naturalness and speaker similarity of generated speech between StarGAN-VC and PSR-StarGAN-VC, naturalness and speaker similarity tests of the generated speech are carried out. Sixteen professional listeners participated in these listening tests. Figure 3 shows an example of spectrum that of source, target, and converted speech with the two systems. It can be seen that PSR-StarGAN-VC outperforms StarGAN-VC in terms of overall styles and local details, such as details of spectrum framed by dotted boxes.

To measure naturalness, Mean Opinion Score (MOS) test is conducted on a 5-point scale (1:bad to 5:excellent). To measure speaker similarity, XAB test is also carried out on the same dataset, where X was target speech, A and B represent generated speech by PSR-StarGAN-VC and StarGAN-VC. For each sentence pair, listeners need to classify speech to the most suitable choice (A, B, or Fair). As shown in Figure 4 and 5, the proposed method achieved improved performance than the baseline method in all test pairs.

5. Conclusions

A novel method named “PSR-StarGAN-VC” is designed by incorporating three improvements to StarGAN-VC. Firstly, perceptual loss functions based on high-level spectrum features extracted from perceptual network is defined to generate high-quality speech. Secondly, learning-to-normalize problem is addressed by assigning SN to select proper normalizers for different normalization layers of the entire model. Lastly, ResNet is constructed in generator to encourage the generator to focus on capturing style’s difference between source speech and target speech by creating short connections during encoder and decoder of generator. Experiment results verified that PSR-StarGAN-VC outperforms StarGAN-VC in both naturalness and speaker similarity. During writing this paper, StarGAN-VC2 [32] is proposed and achieves good performance. Applying these improvements above to StarGAN-VC2 will be an interesting direction in future.
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